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Part of a series of exciting and luxurious Flame Tree Notebooks. Combining high-quality production with
magnificent fine art, the covers are printed on foil in five colours, embossed, then foil stamped. And theyre
powerfully practical: a pocket at the back for receipts and scraps, two bookmarks and a solid magnetic side
flap. These are perfect for personal use and make a dazzling gift. This example features Vincent van Gogh's
'Bedroom at Arles'. Vincent van Gogh sought refuge from Paris in February 1888. He set off for Arles to

satisfy his yearning to experience the colours of the South. Initially, he took up lodgings at a local hotel but
shortly after, he rented the famous Yellow House on Place Lamartine, nestled in between the rail tracks and

river on the north side of town. This famous painting depicts his bedroom in the house.

Title Vincent Van Gogh Bedroom at Arles Foiled . The bold use of impasto and the beauty of the towering
trees have made this one of his most recognisable works.

Bedroom In Arles

Vincent Van Gogh book. This example features Vincent Van Goghs Bedroom at Arles. blossoms is from a
group of several paintings made in 1888 and 1890 by vincent van gogh in arles and saint remy southern

france of blossoming almond trees flowering. Bedroom Design. More than 14000 coloring pages. Vincent van
Gogh Bedroom at Arles Foiled Journal Flame Tree Notebooks at AbeBooks.co.uk ISBN 10 1787558096
ISBN 13 9781787558090 Flame. Sunflowers and The Bedroom at Arles. Vincent van Goghs Bedroom at

Arles painted in 1889 was intended to be symbolic of restful peace. The Impressionist and PostImpressionist
paintings and Japanese woodcuts that he saw influenced his style leading him to use brighter colors in his
landscapes and portraits e.g. Vincent produced several Van Gogh initially intended to just produce the one
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painting of his own bedroom before it became damaged in a flood. creator of fine illustrated books journals
and art calendars. Vincent van Gogh Bedroom at Arles Foiled Journa by Flame Tree Studio. These are perfect
for personal use and make a dazzling gift. Vincent Van Gogh Bedroom at Arles Foiled Journal Amazon.it
Flame Tree Studio Libri in altre lingue. Achetez neuf ou doccasion. Shop Local Shop Indie Shop Small
Business Independent Bookstore . Vincent van Gogh Bedroom at Arles Foiled Journal Part of Flame Tree

Notebooks Notebook blank book 15.99.
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